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PORT-AU-PRINCE: Under the blazing sun
in Haiti, Malinka Dorleus trudges up a hill
with a 20-liter bucket of water on her head
a trip she makes up to four times a day.
From her village of Godet, the 15-year-old
can see the sprawling villas belonging to
the Caribbean country’s elite, yet her family
and neighbors have no access to running
water. “In the morning, I get two buckets of
water that we use for cooking and drink-
ing,” the girl explains, breathless after walk-
ing up from the stream that serves several
hundred villagers. “In the afternoon, I come
back again once or twice.”

Godet is only 15 kilometers from Haiti’s
capital city of Port-au-Prince, but the lack
of a proper road means the community of
metal shacks and simple concrete homes is
isolated and cut off from basic services.
Dorleus is not alone-the UN says 42 per-
cent of Haitians do not have access to safe
drinking water.  It’s this lack of infrastruc-
ture that reinforces the cycle of poverty in
Haiti, the poorest country in the Americas
and one of the poorest in the world.
Catheline Metelus, who is 27 and was born
in Godet, has been hauling water along
this same path for years. “It takes more
than one hour to get up and down the hill
with the water. 

Sometimes I’m too tired to go but I
have no choice,” she says. Metelus, who
earns a few dollars a week selling leeks
from her garden, worries about the water’s
effect on the health of her three
children.”The doctor told us to always boil
water to kill germs but that requires coal,
which is expensive. Chlorine is also expen-
sive so a lot of the time, we just drink it,”
she says.

Risk of disease
Mourad Wahba, the humanitarian coor-

dinator of the UN mission to Haiti, said lack
of water also means problems with sanita-
tion, which can cause and spread disease.
“I know we immediately think of cholera
but even diarrhea is dangerous in an envi-
ronment where these illnesses aren’t treat-
ed,” he said. Mothers here say their chil-
dren frequently suffer from diarrhea
caused by the water, and the most severely
affected are sent to the hospital by motor-
cycle taxi. Such a scenario can devastate
the finances of a family in Godet, most of
whom survive on their small gardens and
informal jobs.

In Haiti, 72 percent of people do not
have toilets in their homes. The number of
toilets in Godet can actually be counted on
one hand. “There’s a lady here who has a

well-built toilet,” Metelus said, pointing to
a small concrete house a hundred meters
away, “but it’s not always open so we
answer the call of nature on the hillside.”
At the bottom of the hill lies the stream
that is their only source of water, but
poverty leaves few other options. 

Meanwhile, a lack of education means
many villagers do not understand the dan-
gers of contaminating the stream with
trash and chemicals.  Women washing
clothes in the water reject the idea that
they should do their work downstream.
“It’s made from flowers, it’s natural,” 30-
year-old Marie-Juna Pierre said, pointing
to the label on her bottle of fabric soften-
er. She then poured the blue liquid into
the very spot where she comes every
morning to gather drinking water for her
children. — AFP 

PORT-AU-PRINCE: A group of women wash their clothes at a water source in
Godet, in the commune of Kenskoff, in the Haitian capital. About 42 percent of
Haitians do not have access to safe drinking water, according to the UN. — AFP 

In drought-hit central 
Nicaragua - water ‘is 

like looking for gold’
TEUSTEPE: Nicaragua may boast a southern lake that is Central
America’s biggest body of freshwater, but in the center of the coun-
try years of drought have taken a severe toll. “This is like looking for
gold,” Pedro Membreno, a 55-year-old resident said as he dug into
the rocky earth near the town of Teustepe, one of 33 communities in
a parched corridor. His hole was already 15 meters deep, and still
there was no water.  He and hundreds of other rural dwellers are des-
perately searching for aquifers, underground layers of water in per-
meable rock.

But many have simply dried up under the drought that has
dragged on for three years now. Nicaragua’s central region has wit-
nessed an absence of rain and temperatures hovering around 36 to
39 degrees centigrade. Conditions worsened further over the past
year with El Nino, the cyclical climatic phenomenon that warms the
eastern Pacific, heating up and drying out much of Central America.
The change accelerates deforestation and prompts farmers to divert
scarce water for their crops. The result has been despair for the
towns of Teustepe, Ciudad Dario, Las Banderas, San Francisco Libre
and Tipitapam, stretching from the center to the north of the coun-
try, one of the poorest in the Americas.

Dry riverbeds
Their towns lie in arid fields, among bald hills where plants have

shriveled, and dry riverbeds. Women and children can be seen walk-
ing along the roads with empty containers, looking for water.
Despite the apocalyptic scenes, and worried protests that have
sprung up in some outlying suburbs of the capital Managua to the
west, environmentalists say there is no danger of the entire country
going thirsty. Still, said Denis Melendez, a coordinator for an environ-
mental umbrella group called the National Platform for Risk
Management, the drought was having a sharp impact.

“We knew that the climatic phenomenon was going to affect
severely affect us. That was clear. But this prolongation of nearly
three years has exacerbated the situation,” he said. “In the hand-
dug wells, people are saying the water is much deeper than before,
that they have to go further down or the waters have receded like
in the big lakes.” Silvia Luna, aged 29, confirmed the worry felt by
many. She was bathing and washing clothes with other women
and children in a meager waterhole located between boulders, a
couple of hundred meters from her home.  “Sometimes the water-
hole is dry and we wait for water to come out for us to do our
chores,” she said. — AFP

Looking for clean water 
a huge task for Haitians


